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As we approach the shorter days of Winter, we turn
our clocks back to give more daylight to our
traditional workday. This tradition known as “Falling
Back” helps us meet the challenges of the darker
months ahead. Undoubtedly, there are going to be
other challenges in our lives which can not be
overcome by simply resetting clocks. However, it’s
important to remember that when life becomes
overwhelming, we can also fallback onto the
chessboard. Time spent at the chessboard is time
saved not lost.

[KP] Hello. Today we have
International Master Vyom
Vidyarthi, recent winner of the Pan
American Youth Championship and
numerous other events.
Congratulations on your recent
Gold Medal performance. It seems
the gold medal is becoming a norm
for you, having won the North
American Junior Championship in
2021 as well. How did you feel
when you won yet again?
In December 2021, FM Vyom
Vidyarthi from California won the
North American Junior Chess
Championship, granting him the
IM title and a GM norm. He
finished ahead of famous chess
prodigies like IM Arthur Guo, IM
Josiah Stearman, and many others.
In April of 2022, Vyom tied for
first place in the Mission360
GM/IM Norm Event with GM
Gabor Nagy and FM Maria
Malicka. In summer of 2022, IM
Vidyarthi won the Gold Medal yet
again in the Pan American Youth
Championship.
Chess is only one of the many
extra-curricular activities Vyom
enjoys. How does he accomplish
so much in chess while devoting
time to school and succeeding in
other sports? I had an opportunity
to speak with Vyom and gain
valuable insight and advice.

[VV] During the tournament I was
just playing for fun, because I
already have the (IM) title. I was
mainly accompanying my sister
who was playing in the U12 Girl
section. She has the conditional
WFM title already, but she has to
get to 1900 rating for FIDE to
actually receive the title. So … I
just wanted to play as I hadn’t
played for a while. I thought it
would be fun. I hadn’t played any
international tournament recently.
It was kind of weird. It was in
Uruguay. There were few US
players there. So, it is different
from other international
tournaments I’ve played in. But it
was nice. I was really happy
because it was my first big
international tournament gold
medal. It was also nice that Omya
(Vyom’s sister) also got first place
in her section. So, it was great.
[KP] Very interesting. You’re being
a supportive brother! You achieved
the IM title in 2021 by winning the
North American Junior
Championship. This was very
special during the pandemic. Most
players out there were not able to

play many tournaments. Can you
all the time. After that I realized, I
share your journey? How were you am not going to get the norm. Then
able to keep playing?
I thought ok let me just get the
experience and finish +2 from that
[VV] To be completely honest, I
point on. When I don’t have that
have not been focusing on chess
that much during the pandemic. In pressure, I am not stressed out, I
play better, I think.
general, I do a lot of other things
outside of chess, like sports,
especially water polo. I practiced
almost daily but did not spend that
much time. I felt not playing that
many tournaments was beneficial
for me. A lot of players feel like
they need to continuously play, and
they can keep improving. But I
think taking a break from
tournaments for a while, though
one might feel a little less
confident going into the
tournament, I definitely think that
has benefited me. I went into the
tournament… I was not thinking
about whether I can get that IM
title. I was just playing it more for
fun, to get the experience. Yeah, I
think cutting down the number of
tournaments I play has helped me a
lot.

[KP] Totally agree. Continuous
progress in playing strength and
rating is hard. But you’ve done
something much harder which is to
win multiple big events. A lot of
strong chess players can’t say
they’ve done it. Can you share tips
with those kids out there who want
to replicate your event success?
Were you nervous during the last
round or not?

[VV] Let's take the last round for
example. Personally, in both those
tournaments, I thought I was the
better player going into the last
round than my opponents. If you
take the North American Junior one
in 2021. I had lost the penultimate
round so I was half point behind
first. A lot of things would have to
go towards my favor for me to end
[KP] Interesting! Do you think the up first. So, I was not really
mindset change, having less
focusing on that. I was just playing
pressure, helped you?
my game and let whatever would
[VV] Yeah, definitely. If I go into a happen happen then. But if you
look at my other tournaments, since
tournament and think “ok, I need
I started off pretty well, like in the
to do this”. I played a GM Norm
Uruguay tournament, I played most
tournament in Charlotte when I
of the more difficult players early
tried to get the norm. This was a
on, so my last round, in comparison
little bit later (than the North
American Junior Championship). I to my earlier rounds, has an easier
started off really poorly. I drew the opponent. So, I just focus on the
first GM which was fine. Then the fact that I thought I was the better
next two games I just lost because player going into those games. I
I was thinking about the norm then tried to ignore the situation and just
focused on the game.

[KP] Was there a game or two you
like on your chess journey?
[VV] I thought about it…I guess
the last round game of the junior
tournament…I like that…that was
my positional game.

pretty fun. So… on the topic of
torture, is there anything you
dislike about chess?
[VV] Not really. Just in general the
problem with cheating that has
been going around…I don’t like
that. It is so hard to detect it. Can
we get rid of it? If you take sports,
(because I am really into sports),
that doesn’t happen as often. I don’t
usually see that really, I’d say. But
it seems like a big problem here. I
wish this didn’t happen and we
didn’t have to deal with it.
[KP] Which chess player do you
admire the most? Someone you
look up to?
[VV] I’d answer this question
before all these scandals happened
and I don’t have to deal with it. I
definitely look up to Magnus. He is
definitely an incredible player. He
has so many records. I just don’t
understand how he does it. He
[KP] All right. Moving onto more knows so much theory. Even for
general topics. What part of chess positions you feel like there is
do you like the most?
nothing to play for, he will find a
way to outplay his opponent, one
[VV] If I think about it, when I
play chess, I don’t even know why also at 2700 rating level. I think it
I play . You sit there for hours. You is incredible, unbelievable.
are stressed. I don’t understand
[KP] Now let’s talk about your life
why I enjoy it. This is really weird outside of chess. You had
for me why I actually like it.
mentioned you love sports. Can
Maybe it is the strategy, the ideas
you share what sports you do?
in general of positions… It is hard
for me to think what exactly I like [VV] I play water polo, tennis and
basketball. Mainly water polo and
about the game. I just have an
tennis. I do chess when I have
inclination towards it.
spare time. Water Polo season is
[KP] Yeah…probably other players ongoing right now. I have a game
will think the same way, why am I right after this. I play both water
actually playing this because.. It
polo and tennis inside and outside
seems like torture, but it is actually of school. I play basketball during

the winter season in school. So, if
you ask me what my life looks like
in school, that’d be water polo,
tennis and chess.

do you balance between your chess
training and these other
commitments? What does your
typical day look like?

[KP] If I understand you correctly,
you actually play sports every
season, right?

[VV] I have school from 8 to 3.
From 3:45-5:45 PM I have practice
for water polo (or other sports in
season). After that I do my
homework. Then whatever free
time I have, I play some chess. In
general, weekdays are pretty
packed for me. Usually, it is just
school and water polo or whatever
sport I get for the season and
homework. That’s it. And on the
weekends, I spend more time
playing chess. But I
mean…somewhat I think my kind
of chess practice routine is similar
to Nakamura. I just play a bunch of
games (online). I spend some time
studying but probably less than
most people. I just like to play a lot
and that has worked out for me.

[VV] Yeah…
[KP] Do you think chess has
helped you in sports, and vice
versa?
[VV] Yeah. I definitely think that
chess has helped a lot in water
polo. The strategy in chess…you
have to think ahead a lot in chess
right. The same thing applies to
water polo. You get a steal or
something. You want to make sure
to pass the ball to your
teammates. So, take the chess
strategy and implement it in water
polo. You can think ahead and that
gives you a lot of advantage over
other players. You might not be the
strongest, the biggest or the fastest.
But if you can think ahead like
that, it really gives you a huge
edge over other people. I definitely
think that was one of my biggest
advantages. I am definitely not the
fastest, the strongest but I am able
to use that strength from chess and
anticipate something better than
others which gives me a little bit of
the benefit there.
[KP] Another interesting thing I
noticed…i just wanted to
say…everyone I’ve interviewed so
far; they’ve said they play tennis
too. Maybe something about the
non-physical part of the
individualistic aspect. OK. So how

[KP] You talked about this earlier.
Your sister is also a very strong
chess player. In fact, she is a fourtime Pan American Youth Gold
Medalist. So, what’s the dynamics
between you and your sister? Do
you guys practice with each other?
And what were the results?
[VV} We play in general. At times
I asked to practice with her. I play
table tennis with her. We are the
only siblings in the family. It is
hard for me to convince her to do
something with me. She doesn’t
usually want to do something with
me. When it comes to chess,
ultimately, she would agree but
most of the time when we were
playing, I would tell her how to

improve but she doesn’t really
want to listen to me. But I know
she actually takes it in. It benefits
both of us. She definitely can help
me as well when we practice. It is
not just me helping her.
[KP] Now let’s look into the future
a little bit. You are an International
Master now. What’s your next
goal? Do you plan to go for the
Grand Master?
[VV] I have a few tournaments
coming up in Nov. and Dec. with
norms possible. I definitely want to
try for the norm and the title before
the end of high school. But I know
this year is going to be my kind of
last chance before I get really busy
from junior year. So, I am trying in
Nov. and Dec. in a few
tournaments. I have one norm right
now. I am trying for the other two.
It is definitely not something I am
dependent upon. I am happy with
IM. If I could get GM that’d be
great. It is just a target I have,
definitely not something I am
going all out for.
[KP] Ten years from now, how do
you picture yourself? Will you
continue playing chess?
[VV] I’ll probably play chess for
fun, once in a while. I am not
gonna focus completely on chess.
(I’ll probably work on) something
STEM related. That’s what I like in
school. I like math, and all the
stem stuff. But I will definitely
keep chess as a side thing.
[KP] One final question. For a sixyear-old young player out there
who would like to replicate your

success, what suggestion would
you give to him or her from your
chess career?
[VV] What I am going to say might
be contrary to what other people
might say but I think it is really
important to balance chess with
other stuff you are doing, other
extracurricular activities you have.
Not just focus on chess. Chess is a
great way, and it helps a lot. But it
is very important to keep school as
our first priority, and then chess
and whatever other stuff we are
doing. I think about my friends.
Most people play chess when they
are young. I feel like around the
very beginning a lot of people drop
out. In the very beginning things
might be tough for you to even
start playing, that's when you just
need to put in the work and be
determined to actually continue.
Once you get to the higher level,
you are going to have ups and
downs. There will be times when
you are stuck at some rating for a
year or something. That's when you
will need to put in the extra work.
At some point you will continue to
climb. As long as you don’t quit,
and you continue to put in the
work, you are going to do fine. It is
just a matter of not giving up at any
point.
[KP] That's very good advice right
there! Thank you for all the advice
and insights you gave based on
your career. Thanks a lot, Vyom!
[VV] Thank you.

The Answers are Out
There
By James Eade
Eadefoundation.org
disrespectful not only to Hans, the
other players, and the arbiters but
also to the tournament organizers,
who go to great lengths to put
What’s the latest chess
together such a tournament only to
controversy? Is there cheating in
see it become associated with lame
chess? How could that be
jokes and wild speculation.
controversial? There has been
Does Magnus apologize? No!
cheating in chess for as long as I
can remember and certainly before The next time he plays Hans, he
plays one move and resigns! What
that. Whether it was prearranged
outcomes, in-game advice, or even is going on here? Magnus is now
giving the impression that he is too
what we called adjournments, the
play has not always been the thing. far above playing a cheater at all!
Did he prove that Magnus was
cheating? No! Did he provide any
evidence that he cheated? No!
The only thing Magnus proved
was that he was a sore loser. Now,
the situation has deteriorated
further. Hans has filed a 100million-dollar lawsuit, naming
Now, however, chess is the stuff Magnus, his company, chess.com,
of humor on late-night TV shows
and others as defendants. There
and in the mainstream press.
will be no way to prove that Hans
Magnus Carlsen, in a display of
was cheating, and it will be
interesting to see how damages
poor sportsmanship, withdrew
will be calculated.
from a round-robin Grandmaster
tournament in St. Louis after
The most likely result will be a
losing to Hans Niemann.
settlement. Who knows for how
Not only did he withdraw. but he much and when? The whole thing
allowed speculation that Hans was is just a black eye for chess. Never
get lawyers involved when a
cheating in the game to go on
unchecked. He even seemed to
simple mediation can suffice.
Incidentally, Hans has admitted
add fuel to the fire. This was
to

cheating in online games in the
past. This appears to be good
enough for many to assume he is
cheating OTB in the present. The
lack of cogent reasoning involved
in drawing such conclusions
boggles the mind. How can
followers of a game based on logic
be so illogical?
Suffice it to say that I will
welcome the day we can go back
to discussing the results of actual
chess games rather than this
unseemly world of he said, she
said. There are so many positive
things happening in the world of
chess, I suppose I should’ve
expected something like this.
I guess that being a chess
champion is no guarantee that you
have any sense of sportsmanship.

The Eade Foundation wants to
enhance chess literacy and chess
excellence. Chess literacy means
the ability to read and write chess
notation. Reading notation opens
the vast world of chess literature to
the reader. Writing notation allows
you to preserve your games for
later study and to receive advice
and counsel from other more
advanced players. Chess excellence
advances the state of the art and
inspires others to achieve
excellence on their own.
The Foundation was established
shortly after the death of Arthur
Eade, who taught chess to James
Eade. The Foundation gives a
$1,000 donation in his name to the
best essay to earn the “Arthur
Award.”
The Eade Foundation will provide
chess sets and boards to
organizations that cannot otherwise
afford them. It considers chess to
be a social good. Introducing or
expanding chess literacy and chess
excellence will lead to incremental
improvement in any society. The
Eade Foundation has provided
chess sets and boards to
organizations throughout the
world, from Uganda to Nicaragua.
If you are interested in supporting
or contacting the Foundation,
please send an email
to eadefoundation@gmail.com

He was well prepared, and only
had to start thinking after the 15th
move. Early on, there was a chance
for a 3-fold repetition of position
draw, but the reigning champ
declined against his younger foe.
Three former Berkeley Chess
Yoo soon got a powerful attack
School Students were among the
against So's king-side castle, with
14 players in this year's U.S. Chess the f-pawn being the bayonet.
Championship: Grandmaster Sam Christopher offered a knight
Shankland, the 2018 U.S. Champ, sacrifice on move 24 that couldn't
and GM Hans Niemann who both be accepted, and on move 32
finished 7/13 and GM Christopher sacrificed this same knight in order
who finished 5.5/13
to smash So's castle!

The biggest upset of the
tournament so far was in Round 2,
with the youngest player in the
tournament, 15-year-old
Christopher Yoo, defeating
defending champion Wesley So
with the black pieces! Yoo bravely
chose to play the Petroff Defense,
which is a specialty of So's. In the
interview after the game, Yoo
explained that:

"I wanted to play an
actual good opening, not
try to be unsound, just be
as solid as possible."

"It was more of an intuitive
decision. I just felt like there had to
be some huge attack after it, and I
didn’t calculate it that deeply. I just
had the feeling, and I almost missed
that he had this Qg2 Rf2 defense,
and he was kind of defending
everything, and I kind of got lucky
that I still had resources after that."
On move 41 he allowed his rook to
be captured by a bishop in order for
the f-pawn to menace white's king,
and So resigned after being
completely surrounded on move 48.
It's the biggest win of Christopher's
young career, proving that he can
compete with the very best!

For more information on
Mission360 and their tournaments,
camps, and other activities, please
visit their website
https://www.mission360foru.org/ho
me.
If you have a story or game that
you would like to share in the next
CalChess journal, please email it
to
DailyChessMusings@gmail.com
and it may be selected as a feature.

Join CalChess!

Put your ad in
the next issue of
The CalChess
Journal!
You can purchase Ad Space for
cut rate prices!
$150 – Full Page Ad
$75 – Half Page Ad
$37 – Quarter Page Ad
Contact Chris Torres,
DailyChessMusings@gmail.com
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Ever since President Ford
declared October 9th as National
Chess Day in 1976, the second
Saturday in October has always
been a special day for chess
enthusiasts in the United States.
This year Mission360 came
together with Bay Area Chess to
organize a series of events for
players of all levels.
On October 7th, FM Eric Li and
WCM Ashley Pang hosted a free
20-board simul open to everyone.
Among the sign-ups were eight
beginners, but strong players like
expert Andrew Guo also attended.
After a couple hours of battle over
the board, our master hosts
prevailed. Expert Andrew Guo was
the last one to finish. Hats-off to
his great effort!
After the simul, Eric and Ashley
held free game reviews for the
participants and everyone who
stopped by. It was great to see
players of all ages and levels
mingle together and celebrate
chess. As GM Jeffrey Xiong said
“...never forget that as exciting,
intense, and nerve wracking as
chess games may be, chess is just a
game, and the most important goal
above all else is to go out and have
fun and enjoy the beauty of chess
as a strategic game.”

On October 9th,
Mission360 hosted a
Master Swiss for
eighteen experts and
masters. Leading the
field was IM Elliott Winslow, with
other experienced players like NM
Michael Walder, experts
Christophe Bambou, Theodore
Biyiasas, and Abhishek Handigol
also competing. On the other side,
strong scholastic players were up
for the challenge: most notably
FM Shawnak Shivakumar and
reigning National K-5 Champion
Aiden Liu.

After a long day of chess, the final
podium included players of all
ages. IM Elliott Winslow, expert
Advay Bansal, and expert Dylan
Tang tied for first place with 2.5
out of 3. Dylan also claimed the

biggest upset by beating FM
Shawnak Shivakumar! Here is an
interesting game between IM
Winslow and Expert Abhishek
Handigol, annotated by IM
Winslow himself.

The beauty of chess goes much
beyond only the results, and the
best players learn to appreciate
their losses as learning
experiences. Expert Michael
Walder contributed the following
annotated game that he lost.

Caption: US Chess School #41. IM Vyom is the
third one from the left on the middle row and
FM Kevin is the second one from the left on the
front row.

It is worth mentioning two of our
student volunteers and Mission360
resident tournament directors,
experts Nicholas Weng and Xuli
Dai, served as assistant TDs. They
were crucial in ensuring the
tournament ran smoothly.
This was the first National Chess
Day experience for Mission360,
and we plan to turn this into an
annual event. Our vision is to
connect people with chess and
provide everyone with equal
opportunities. If you share the
same passion, please consider
joining us at
https://www.mission360foru.org/.

I first met Vyom in 2017 when we
played in the last round of the
National K-5 section and
drew. Since then, we’ve played
five times and crossed paths in
team events as well. It is intriguing
to observe how Vyom has grown
over the years. His passion for
chess and positive energy has
motivated many people around
him, including myself, and I am
sure his best successes are yet to
come.

is also broadcast on twitch for
chess enthusiasts all over the world
to see the action live.

Halloween is about costumes,
candy and of course, chess. Every
year, members of the Daily Chess
Musings community do almost as
much checkmating as they do trick
or treating. In fact, our annual
Halloween Blitz Chess
Extravaganza is one of the most
popular events in the Daily Chess
Musings club on chess.com.
For a third straight year- the
tradition of Halloween with chess
continued to grow. I began this
Daily Chess Musings tradition In
2020 in response to social
distancing requirements placing a
damper on Halloween festivities.
Now in our third year, The
Halloween Blitz Chess
Extravaganza is just added fun for
chess players before trick or
treating. In addition to bragging
rights, winners earn an additional
raffle ticket for each victory during
the course of The Halloween Blitz
Chess Extravaganza and when the
event concludes, every participant
is automatically entered into the
raffle for a chance to win cool
Daily Chess Musings prizes. To
share the excitement beyond the
bounds of our club, the entire event

Congratulations to the top finishers
of the blitz tournaments and the
raffle winners. The game below
was a particularly exciting match
between two outstanding young
chess players from California
which culminated in an exciting
endgame played under extreme
time pressure.

Blitz Chess
Mondays with
Lauren
Goodkind are
special
tournament
opportunities for Daily Chess
Musings club members every
Monday night at 7:00 pm Pacific
Time. Participants will get to play
five rounds of 5-minute blitz chess
on chess.com while Lauren
Goodkind broadcasts all the action
live on her Chess by Lauren
YouTube channel. Registering is
free and easy. Simply join
the Daily Chess Musings Chess
club on Chess.com and then join
our scheduled blitz chess
tournament on Monday night
before play starts at 7:00 pm

enjoying chess more and more, I
decided to take chess to a different
level, and started playing in a lot of
tournaments. Chess being a highly
Hi Readers,
This is Lauren Goodkind.
male sport, I, being a girl myself,
Here is an online chess game that was and still am inspired to play in
chess tournaments and win them!
was played by my student,
Sharanya Chudgar, who had the
black pieces. My comments are I thought that Sharanya played
in Orange while her comments
well in this online game.
are in red.
Playing White: littledragon_zhu
This tournament game of mine was (1740 lichess.org rating)
played on March 26, 2022, with a Playing Black: chudgarsharanya
G/25+5 time control. This means I (1510 lichess.org rating)
had twenty-five minutes to begin
Date: 03/26/2022
with, and a five second increment Result: 0-1
per move. In this game of mine, I
was playing the Black pieces, and I Sharanya also plays in United
found an opportunity for a trap that States Chess Federation
won the game for me. In this
tournaments. Since she loves
tournament, I won 2nd place, and I playing chess, I hope that this
would not have been able to do so article will inspire more girls and
if I hadn’t found this trap and won women to play chess.
this game.
I started playing chess in 4th grade
and thought of it just as a hobby.
But today, it’s something totally
different for me – it may be a
board game, but it’s nonetheless
important to me. As I started

Follow the Code to
go to Chess By
Lauren!

I would LOVE to hear from you!
Do you have a question about my
chess lessons? Do you want me to
come speak to your group or
maybe you’re interested in
partnering up with me to inspire
you to play chess? Do you have
feedback regarding my free
chess book? Are you interested in
having a regular chess puzzle
column for your company or
organization?
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BCS partnered with TC Ball and
the West Coast Chess Alliance to
host the free Richmond Chess
Festival on October 8th (photos by
Myriah Ball attached). With space
generously donated by COBIZ
Richmond, and Richmond's Ed
Fund supplying refreshments,
trophies, and medals, more than
one hundred children and adults
joined us for a quad tournament, a
bit of bughouse, casual games, and
more! Richmond Police Chief
Bisa French was our special guest,
and Officer Stephen Purcell and
Sargent Josh Clark heard the call
of duty and came to play the kids.
A great time was had by all!

BCS Founder and Executive
Director Elizabeth Shaughnessy
has been selected as a 2023 AARP
Purpose Prize Fellow! Each year,
the Purpose Prize honors fifteen
individuals, aged fifty and older,
who are using their knowledge and
life experience to solve challenging
social problems.
BCS is honored and grateful that
the Purpose Prize Jury recognized
the value of Elizabeth's work, and
the role chess can play in helping
all children, especially those
struggling with learning
inequalities, flourish academically
and in their lives. Because
of Elizabeth's Fellowship, the
Berkeley Chess School will
receive a $10,000 grant and one
year of technical assistance from
the AARP! To learn more about
the AARP Purpose Prize,
visit https://www.aarp.org/aboutaarp/info-2022/purpose-prizewinners.html.

Congratulations, Elizabeth!

I was honored to be employed as
the Chief Tournament Director for
The Eade Foundation’s Say Gay
Chess Day chess tournament. It
was especially fitting that James
Eade formally welcomed the gay
community into the chess
community in a place that has such
a storied chess history as The
Mechanics’ Institute in San
Francisco. In all, approximately
twenty people participated in the
inaugural Say Gay Chess Day, and
I am proud to have been part of
this truly historic day for Northern
California chess. Hats off to Jim
Eade and The Eade Foundation for
sponsoring the event!

GM James Eade with
tournament winner Travis
Torres-O’Callaghan

On November
25-27
for all levels
(and ages)
with free
parking!
Play and Stay
at Sonesta
Silicon
Valley on 182
0 Barber Ln,
Milpitas

Section 1
#
1
2
3
4

Name
Total Prize
Dipro Chakraborty
9 Top player = $60
Zee Chin
5
Adam Benjamin Stevens
4.5 Top player (bottom) = $40
Yash Shah
4.5 2-way split = $20

#
1
2
3
4

Name
Sivavishnu Srinivasan
Neil Chalissery
Neil Zachary Rodas
Ryan Mathia

Section 2
Total Prize
13 Top player = $60
12
10
8 Top player (bottom) = $40
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